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Head-up display (HUD) är en beprövad teknik inom flyg och bil, vilken gör det möjligt för
piloter och förare att få tillgång till information utan att uppmärksamheten avleds från
omvärlden. Liknande fördelar kan uppnås genom installation av HUD i tåg.
Syftet med denna studie är att utveckla ett användargränssnitt för HUD baserat på European Rail
Traffic Management System (ERTMS). HUD kommer att vara en extra säkerhetsfunktion för
tågen för att förhindra förare från att skifta fokus mellan instrumentpanelen och omgivningen,
vilket leder till minskad förareutmattning och bättre observation av spåren framåt. Scenario
Based Design-metoden har använts för att genomföra projektarbetet och i rapporten diskuteras
metodens fördelar och begränsningar. Användningen av scenarier har gjort det möjligt för
designteamet att på djupet förstå de situationer som förarna står inför samt har hjälpt till att
under workshops få en bättre förståelse för drivrutinerna.
Dessutom har rekommendationer för hårdvara, installation och framtida arbete beskrivits för
fortsatt genomförande av projektet.
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Head-up display (HUD) has a proven track record in the aviation and automobile sectors,
allowing pilots and drivers to access information without diverting attention from the outside
world. Similar benefits may be realized by the installation of HUD in locomotive cabs.
The objective of this thesis work is to develop the user interface for HUD based on the ERTMS
system. The HUD will be an added safety feature to the trains to prevent drivers from refocusing
between the instrument panel and the outside view thus leading to reduced driver fatigue and
better observation of the tracks ahead. Scenario Based Design method has been used to
implement the project work with discussions regarding its advantages and limitations. The use of
scenarios has allowed the design team to understand the scenarios that the drivers face in depth
and has aided during the workshops to understand the drivers’ routine better.
Additionally, recommendations for the hardware, installation and future work have been
provided to support further implementation of the project.
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Abbreviations
HUD

Head-Up Display

ETCS

European Train Control System

ERTMS

European Rail Traffic Management System

BT

Bombardier Transportation Sweden AB

DMI

Driver Machine Interface

SPAD

Signal Passed At Danger

SBD

Scenario Based Design?

UTSP

User Technical Scenario Process
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1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the background and purpose for development of HUD for ERTMS trains
followed by the delimitations and the Scenario Based Design research method in short.

1.1 Background
Train control is an important part of any railway operations management system. In the past
several different Automatic Train Control (ATC) systems have evolved in different countries at
different time but are incompatible and not interoperable with each other. To establish
international standardization of ATC systems, the European Rail Traffic Management
System/European Train Control System (ERTMS/ETCS) was introduced. (Subset-026-1 System
Requirements Specification: Introduction, 2014)
The project was conceived by Bombardier Transportation (BT) as a pre-study by the Key Talent
Program, an internal career development program. Eight technologies were identified by the Key
Talent Program participants and the most beneficial one was narrowed down to the Head-up
Display (HUD). The potential benefits of Head-up Display (HUD) in terms of train driving
safety while reducing delays due to driver fatigue make it an attractive product for the company
to launch into the market. Based on analysis of historical accidents and incidents, it is also
judged that a suitably equipped HUD might help prevent up to 10% of incidents and 3% of
accidents with a total potential annual value of £2M. (Thomas & Davies, 2007)
For a train driver in the cab of a train, surveying the track ahead is a critical component. The incab instruments require the driver to look away from the track, and in-cab signaling systems such
as European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) may increase the time that drivers
spend ’heads-down’. (Thomas & Davies, 2007) The HUD would appear in the line of sight of
the driver as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below.

Figure 1. Drivers View of HUD Symbols in road vehicles.
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Figure 2. Pilot’s View of HUD Symbols in an Aircraft.

1.2 Purpose
The development of the user interface for Head-Up Display (HUD) has been done in the spring
of 2018 at Bombardier Transportation Sweden AB (BT) as the Master’s Thesis of Rohit Agarwal
for completion of M.Sc. in Integrated Product Development, track Innovation Management and
Product Development.
The purpose of this thesis work is to develop the user interface for HUD based on the ERTMS
system. The HUD will be an added safety feature to the trains to prevent drivers from refocusing
between the instrument panel and the outside view leading to reduced driver fatigue and better
observation of the tracks ahead.
A parallel aim of the project is also to use, analyze and suggest benefits and limitations of
scenario-based design in new product developments. Scenario based design allow the design
team to understand the users better by defining various scenarios and understanding the needs of
the users in details. The main issues and the function the product can be based to meet these
needs. The thesis works utilize existing literature, workshops with train drivers and inputs from
experts in train instrumentation development from BT to develop the user interface for the HUD.
The method of Scenario Based Design is used to complete the project work and its pros and cons
are discussed. This method was preferred since trains drivers face various situations during their
journey and to be able to handle it, the scenarios could be identified and the users’ needs in these
situations defined the technical functions of the product. Having the scenarios defined also
helped in having deeper discussions with drivers and product developers as it helped visualize
the situation and discuss the best practice to handle them.
The research question analyzed in the thesis is:
“How does Scenario Based Design allow understanding of user needs in early stage of new
product development?”
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1.3 Objectives
The main objectives of the thesis work are:
1.

Interface Design for the HUD: What to display and where to display based on the ERTMS
system.

2.

Recommendations for the hardware controls such as the controls for the user, the size of
the display, position of the image on the HUD, intensity and brightness control. Also, with
this recommendation for installation in locomotive cabs have also been made.

3.

Recommendations on use of technology on other modes of rail such as metros, surface rail
and trams along with recommended future work.

4.

Understanding the different types of scenario-based design and narrowing down on the
steps to be used for the work.

5.

Using scenario-based design to understand the user needs through interviews/workshop and
understanding the positives and negatives of the method in early stage product
development.

The major parts in the development of the HUD are illustrated in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3. Work Breakdown Structure for Development of HUD
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1.4 Stakeholders
The various stakeholders in the project are noted below and illustrated in Figure 4

Figure 4. Stakeholders in the Development of the HUD

Project Owner
Bombardier is a world leading manufacturer of both planes and trains. Looking far ahead while
delivering today, Bombardier is evolving mobility worldwide by answering the call for more
efficient, sustainable and enjoyable transportation everywhere.
User Interface Design
The user interface design has been carried out as a Master’s thesis project by Rohit Agarwal
studying Integrated Product Design at KTH. The work has been supervised by Matthieu
Marchand, Björn Litzen and Filip Ryborz from BT.
Hardware Supplier
To be able to test the various designs on a HUD, the supplier Accilator Technologies AB was
chosen who also provided the hardware to facilitate the development. Accilator Technologies
AB is a complete partner for development and industrialization of electronic and
electromechanical solutions. Main targeted industry is commercial vehicles. In addition, they
have also formed alliance with a group of skilled development partners within optics, electronics
and fine mechanics.
End Users
User involvement is very important for a new product development. The workshop with 3 train
drivers from Green Cargo has provided invaluable inputs for understanding of the user
requirements and needs. The product must be affordable for owners of train locomotives to buy
and install in existing trains or new trains.
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1.5 Delimitations
It is good practice to define and describe limitations of the project/task in the introductory
chapter.
The major limitations of the project are:
1.

Market Environment: Strict rules and regulations apply related to safety and integrity of
instrumentation. Collaboration between countries in Europe leading to huge deployment
process and cost for new changes which makes the industry slow to adopt new technology

2.

Hardware: The prototype used for the project is very basic and does not have the
possibility to cover a wide part of the horizon in the driver’s view. The designs have been
made keeping in mind the future hardware with a wider field of view. The prototype is
bulky and not possible to test in actual train environment, hence the color contrasts for
various environments like snow, reflections from environment and sudden changes in
tunnel could not be tested with the design. The price should be much lower as compared to
the aviation industry while the hardware should be safe and fail safe due to high levels of
safety requirements in trains. At the same time, the HUD should be able to integrate into
existing locomotives or retrofitted easily.

3.

Users: It was found difficult to access more users (train drivers) for interviews as they have
driving shifts. The interviewed users work with cargo industry that is more conservative
than the passenger train industry which had faster innovations and are more open to
changes. Language barrier with drivers as they use the regional language and are not fluent
in English. The train drivers from the companies are involved in the project but the buyers
and decision makers are out of scope of the current work. The interviewed drivers drive
cargo trains and the number of stops/ driving conditions might differ vastly for passenger
trains which has not been taken into consideration.

4.

Patents: Patents by Siemens Aktiengellschaft (Germany Patentnr US 9,592,844 B2, 2017),
Siemens Rail Automation S.A.U (Spain Patentnr EP 3,121,638 A1, 2017) and Alstom
Transport Technologies (France Patentnr US 2017/0232983 A1, 2017) have filed patents
on related to the accurate display of information on a HUD. The data such as speed and
braking curves are considered safety critical for trains and require a high level of integrity.
HUDs have been used for decades in airplanes and there are no patents restricting the use
of HUDs in trains as such but on the aspects of confirming the information displayed on the
HUD is correct.

5.

Visual ergonomics: The colors have been kept like the ERTMS display. Also, it has not
been possible to check how the HUD would behave with respect to different background
colors.

1.6 Method
Scenario based design method has been used to complete this project work. Scenario based
design has been done internally with experts in the DMI development team and experienced
personnel at BT and externally with train drivers from Green Cargo AB. The develop scenarios
have been used to decide on the product features and the placement of various indications and
symbols in the presented final designs.
The implementation steps in the project are based on Anggreeni & Voort, 2007. The scenarios
are developed according to the UTPS way described by Janhager & Hagman, 2007.
The method involves the following steps in brief:
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Phase 1: Exploration and Orientation: This phase involved going through the literature
available for HUD and relevant development. The literature is very limited as HUDs haven’t
been implemented in mainline trains and haven’t been studied widely. Documents related to
regulations on current (ETCS Driver Machine Interface, 2014) and the ERTMS (Subset-026-1
System Requirements Specification: Introduction, 2014) system was also studied.
Experts from fields such as Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) were also
consulted to understand the development scenario in the field of wearables. Patent search was
carried out to understand the limitations applied by the patents on the development for BT. Initial
list of contents to display were prepared with some basic sketches.
During this phase, a workshop with train drivers from Green Cargo was organized and the
experts in development of current DMI at BT were consulted. The demands from the drivers
were very similar to the preliminary list initially prepared and inputs were received on where the
drivers would like the information to be displayed.
Phase 2: Defining Requirements: Based on the inputs, designs were prepared in digital form
that were suitable to be displayed on the HUD prototype provide by Accilator Technologies AB.
This phase allowed generating scenarios related to the ergonomics and the hardware
requirements to be sketched by using various designs and backgrounds. These designs were
verified again by the DMI experts in a workshop and their inputs taken for further development.
Phase 3: Conceptual Design: In the third and final phase of the project, the finalized designs
were used to generate short videos so that the HUD could be demonstrated to the train drivers
using a simulator or installing in a locomotive for test.
Future: After the inputs from the drivers, the design can be finalized, and coding started to
develop the interface. Alongside, the hardware development must be done to make the HUD
suitable for installation in a cab.
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE
This chapter starts with the definition of main terms with relation to trains and the ERTMS
system followed by literature on ERTMS and HUD to make the product development context
clear. This is followed by the literature on Scenario Based Design method which has been used
to carry out this project.

2.1 Definition of Terms Related to ERTMS
The definition of the main terms related to ERTMS as presented in the ERTMS guidelines:
(Glossary of Terms and Abbreviations, 2014)
Mode: An operating state of the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment with a specified split of
operational responsibilities between the ERTMS/ETCS system and the driver
Acknowledgement, Driver: Confirmation by the driver that he/she has taken into account
information received through the DMI
Driver Machine Interface (DMI): The interface to enable direct communication between the
ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment and the driver.
ERTMS/ETCS On-Board Equipment: The part (software and/or hardware) of the on-board
equipment, which fulfils the ERTMS/ETCS specification.
Estimated Speed: The speed the odometer estimates the train is running at, with the highest
probability according to the physical characteristics of the train and to the odometer working
conditions
European Rail Traffic Management System: Signaling and operation management system
encompassing ETCS for the Control Command and GSM-R for voice and data communication.
GSM-R is used as radio bearer for ETCS.
European Train Control System: The Control Command part of ERTMS.
Fail-Safe: A design philosophy which results in any expected failure maintaining or placing the
equipment in a safe state.
Failure: Effect of an error on the intended service.
Fault: An abnormal condition that could lead to an error in a system. A fault can be random or
systematic.
Fault Detection Time: Time span that begins at the instant when a fault occurs and ends when
the existence of the fault is detected.
Fault Negation Time: Time span that begins when the existence of a fault is detected and ends
when a safe state is enforced.
Mode: An operating state of the ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment with a specified split of
operational responsibilities between the ERTMS/ETCS system and the driver.
Movement Authority: Permission for a train to run to a specific location within the constraints
of the infrastructure.
Permitted Speed: The speed limit at which a train is allowed to proceed without ERTMS/ETCS
warning and / or intervention.
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Recommended: Not fulfilling the requirement will not have any impact on the technical
interoperability of the equipment or of the system but it could be fulfilled to facilitate
implementation or to enhance performances.
Safety: Freedom from an unacceptable risk of harm.

2.2 Literature Related to ERTMS
To establish international standardization of automatic train control (ATC) systems, the
European Rail Traffic Management System/European Train Control System (ERTMS/ETCS)
development began in 1989 under the European Transport Minister. (Subset-026-1 System
Requirements Specification: Introduction, 2014) In 1996, the EU decided that European Rail
Traffic Management System (ERTMS) would become the standard for all high-speed lines.
ETCS is developed as part of the ERTMS initiative. ERTMS comprises trackside and train borne
systems and utilizes an in-cab signaling and ATP element called ETCS (European Train Control
System). Unifying the multiple signaling systems will provide better interoperability of freight
and passenger rail services, minimize technical and cultural problems of cross-border rail
operations, reduce costs, improve the overall quality of rail transport and increase
competitiveness. (Thomas & Davies, 2007) Compared with the traditional signaling systems,
ERTMS is clearly more flexible and advanced about conveying information. It provides
interoperability cross-border railway traffic.
During the past decades, more than 20 different train control systems have been developed and
operated by individual European Railways according to their national requirements on technical
standards and operating rules. The automatic train protection (ATP) systems in use are noncompatible with each other and hence a train must be equipped with different ATP systems as it
travels along different lines across the country borders. Sometimes, it even requires changing
locomotive or driver at frontiers as each country generally has its own signaling system for
which the drivers must be trained. The additional ATP systems take up a lot of space on-board. It
also adds to travel time, operational and maintenance costs. (Thomas & Davies, 2007) The
ERTMS is gradually replacing the existing incompatible systems throughout Europe. It will
boost international freight and passenger transport. The increasing implementation of ERTMS
outside Europe such as Algeria, China, India, Mexico, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Taiwan and
Turkey also demonstrates its success. (Thomas & Davies, 2007)
Surveying the track ahead is a critical component of the train-driving task. However, all in-cab
instruments require the driver to look away from the track, and in-cab signaling systems such as
European Rail Traffic Management System (ERTMS) may increase the time that drivers spend
'heads-down'. (Thomas & Davies, 2007) A clear and consistent definition of the ERTMS/ETCS
DMI helps the driver to better understand the tasks he must perform. This increases the speed
and the accuracy of interactions between the driver and the ERTMS/ETCS onboard equipment,
hence reducing the probability of human errors in application of the operational rules. (ETCS
Driver Machine Interface, 2014)
Due to the nature of the required functions, the ERTMS/ETCS system will have to be partly on
the trackside and partly on board the trains. (System Requirements Specification: Basic System
Description, 2014) The environment of ERTMS is composed of the train, the driver, other
onboard interfaces and external trackside systems. The ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment is a
computer-based system that supervises the movement of the train to which it belongs, on basis of
information exchanged with the trackside sub-system. The ERTMS/ETCS on-board equipment
shall display the train speed, the permitted speed, the target distance and the target speed to the
driver (ETCS Driver Machine Interface, 2014) The DMI is an interface that allows the direct
exchange of information between the driver and the ERTMS/ETCS onboard equipment. The
indirect exchange of information done via the train interface (e.g. a driver’s action on the service
8

brake used for the service brake feedback, opening/closing the desk) is not part of the DMI. The
ERTMS/ETCS DMI shall be able to display text in all languages pre-configured onboard. (ETCS
Driver Machine Interface, 2014) A standard ERTMS DMI can be seen in Figure 5 and the main
features of the speed and supervision area can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 5. The standard DMI in the ERTMS system.

Figure 6. Overview of the Main Objects in the Speed and Supervision Areas
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2.3 Literature Related to HUD
HUD is a secondary display that helps the driver locate potential hazards in the surrounding
environment while keeping track of the vehicle’s current state. HUDs are widely used in both
military and commercial aviation with gradual adaptation in general aviation and passenger cars
but much less common in trains. A study that examined the usefulness of HUDs for locomotives
concluded that they could help train drivers avoid accidents and improve their performance. (Liu,
Andrew; Jones, Michael, 2017)
The HUD is used to project an image into the driver’s field of view by means of an optical
system on a transparent display in front of the driver called the combiner. The most important
vehicle or mission information can be displayed directly on the screen. The choice of
information displayed on the screen can be adapted to the customers’ requirements. (Continental
Engineering Services GmbH, 2018)
HUDs have a proven track record in the aviation and automobile sectors, allowing pilots and
drivers to access information without diverting attention from the outside world. Similar benefits
may be realized by the installation of HUDs in train cabs. (Thomas & Davies, 2007) The HUD is
composed of a concave half mirror, known as a combiner, and a projector with Red Blue Green
(RGB) semiconductor laser light as illustrated in Figure 7. (Tanaka, 2015) One important
element of the HUD is the size of the display projected for the driver, the distance of the
projection and the size of the headbox. The headbox is the cubic volume within which the
driver’s eyes must present for the projections to be visible clearly without any distortion. The
display in aircrafts cover the entire field of view and if projected at infinity whereas for an
automotive, the display is small and is at 2-3 m from the driver where they are supposed to pay
attention.

Figure 7. Essential Components of HUD (Thomas & Davies, 2007)

For a vehicle operator to look down at console instruments, they must perform several
coordinated physical, cognitive and perceptual actions, some in parallel while others in series. As
vision is a sense which is directed to a point in space (as opposed for instance to the sense of
hearing), visual attention cannot be directed to the forward view while simultaneously fixating
console instruments. Critically, some of the time taken to shift attention from the view ahead to
console instruments is effectively lost time - neither the view ahead nor instruments are being
attended while attention is being redirected. Contributions to the ‘time budget’ involved in an
instrument scan are outlined in Figure 8. In aircraft, the pilot is trained to carry out a formal and
structured instrument scan, which may take several seconds. Even a glance down to the
dashboard in a car (where the instrument cluster tends to be located as close to the windscreen as
possible) takes over a second, and where significant light adaptation is involved (for instance
when driving into the sun), it may take considerably longer to read head-down instruments and
redirect attention to the road. (Thomas & Davies, 2007)
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Figure 8. Guide to Time Taken to Redirect Visual Attention from Forward View to Console Instruments.

Studies which have investigated eye movements of train drivers are directly relevant to this
analysis. In a simulator-based study, the point of gaze was categorized as: Sky, Signs, cab,
moving objects, track ahead, off track and signals. The study demonstrated that drivers spent
most of the time looking either within the cab, at signs, at the track ahead or at signals. A
proportionally smaller amount of time is spent looking at the sky, at moving objects or off-track
(landscape). These findings are supported by who deployed eye movement recording equipment
on trains. An extract from the study is given in Figure 9. As can be seen, drivers predominately
attend to a relatively small area of the visual scene (labelled as ‘ahead’). Maximum value will be
realized by installation of a HUD which overlays this area. Additional benefit may be gained if
the requirement to view within the cab can be removed by installation of a HUD, effectively
combining the ahead (yellow) and in-cab (blue) categories. (Thomas & Davies, 2007)

Figure 9. Analysis of Point of Gaze during Train Driving, Analysed by Driver Age Group.

It is certain that HUDs could be installed to provide useful information to the driver in a manner
which is readable across most (and possibly all) viewing conditions. The project indicated the
following range of risk associated with the issues identified: (Thomas & Davies, 2007)
1.

Issues related to night readability, display focus, refresh rate, sunshades, track curvature,
combiner mechanism, integrity, and potential obscuration of external visual features are
assessed to be low risk.

2.

Issues related to vibration, daylight readability (especially when driving into the sun),
legibility during transitions associated with tunnels, and interactions between the outside
view and the field of view of the HUD are assessed as medium risk.

3.

Issues related to readability of the display from the range of seating positions, and the longterm reliability of HUD displays in the demanding environment of the rail cab are assessed
to be high risk.
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In the study performed by Thomas & Davies, 2007, a trial was done with 16 participants, the
difference in mean workload for the 16 trials involving HUD and the non-HUD condition. A
negative difference implies that workload was reduced by the presence of a HUD. As can be
seen in Figure10, in most of the cases (a total of 13 of the 16 drivers) workload was lower with a
HUD.

Figure 10. Percentage of Workload Score Across all Participants Driving with and Without a HUD (n=16).

An analysis of the use of HUDs in other transport sectors and their demonstrated benefits has
indicated that they can provide safety benefits if applied in the railway sector. It is judged that a
suitably equipped HUD might help prevent up to 10% of incidents and 3% of accidents with a
total potential annual value of £2M for the UK rail network. The results indicate that HUDs
adapted to the railway environment will reduce workload on the drivers. Based on the known
performance benefits in other applications, an assessment of the potential value of HUDs in
contributing to performance suggests that a saving of up to £5M per annum might be made. This
is derived from the improvement in punctuality arising from a reduction in driver workload. A
net financial benefit to train operators was indicated. The engineering of an installation in a train
cab requires innovative solutions, but the issues do not invalidate their use. Drivers responded
positively to the experience of their use in the driving simulator. Drivers were positive about the
potential for cueing the position of signals, a measure judged to be of assistance in reducing the
probability of SPADs. (Thomas & Davies, 2007)
HUDs have various advantages. It takes only a couple of seconds to look down at the
instruments but those few seconds could be the difference between seeing a conflict or avoiding
it. Constantly the pilots have to look down at instruments to check various parameters during
good weather, it can be challenging during bad weather conditions. (Ercoline, William Bill,
2000) It is very similar for train drivers with further challenges arriving due to crossings, bridges,
tunnels and changes in tracks.
One of the identified challenges of HUDs in aircrafts is reading the data during turbulent flights.
(Ercoline, William Bill, 2000) Trains face similar situations all the time and hence the hardware
must be robust and have good damping to prevent vibrations and distortions. Attentional or
cognitive switching has been studied and identified although several studies have shown that it
does not degrade performance in a global sense. Drivers should be trained and made aware of
such possible issues arising. (Ercoline, William Bill, 2000)
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One of the challenges of implementing HUDs in trains is that there is very limited literature
available in the domain. Majority of the literature pertain to aircrafts and cars though they can be
generalized to trains.

2.4 Design using Scenario Development
Design, as an activity of creation has been around since humans developed their creativity skills
to solve problems. Besides making sure a good functioning of a product, users have a varying
degree of concerns on the comfort of using the product (ergonomics), the ease of use, learn and
maintain(usability), the appearance, the joyful experience of using the product and the price.
Anggreeni & Voort, 2007 state that the design of a product can vary vastly but are constrained
by certain criteria and is represented in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Solutions Restrained by Design Limitations and Criteria.

There are many existing methods and tools for dealing with interaction between user and
product. However, they are, whether quantitative or qualitative in nature, essentially designed for
analysis or evaluation according to Suri & Marsh, 1999. Some examples as given by Janhager &
Hagman, 2007 are task analysis, user trials, performance tests and computer aided design such as
3-D representation of the human body. Traditional design models are too static for describing
user-product interaction, and these models call for new dynamic techniques, such as scenarios
for modelling user-product interactions. Janhager & Hagman, 2007 mention that carrying out
investigation of concepts before the prototypes are built, could lead to reduction in product
development costs. Rosson & Carroll, 2002 defines scenarios as work-oriented design objects.
They describe the system in terms of the work that users will try to do when they use those
systems, ensuring the design will remain focussed on the needs and concerns of the user. As per
the authors, scenario-based design is a family of techniques in which the use of a future system is
concretely described at an early point in the development process. According to Suri & Marsh,
1999 scenario building as an ergonomic method has its root in the more traditional techniques of
user profiling, task analysis and system profiling. On a similar note, Anggreeni & Voort, 2007
marks scenarios as explicit descriptions of hypothetical events concerning a product during a
certain phase of its life cycle. Hypothetical events could be intentional by the actor(s) in the
scenario (for example, the use of a product) or unintentional (for example, the side effects of the
interaction between an actor and a product).
According to Potts, 1995, a scenario is one that has a point and that helps people understand the
exemplified system. The author also states that a collection of scenarios can never show the
behaviour of the entire population but a major chunk of it is represented. Suri & Marsh, 1999
states that scenario building gives a possibility to explore and communicate the qualitative
aspects of user experience early in the design process. The author states that scenarios serve as
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something concrete to base discussion, argument and resolution of issues. The characteristics of
being engaging, digestible and compelling make scenarios ‘accessible’ to anyone, and thus
support interdisciplinary design teams. Understanding the significant trends which might affect
users and contexts of use in the future and the kind of technologies that are or will be available to
support the design which can be used to extract and organize elements for developing scenarios.
Scenarios have become popular in the interactive system design because it enables rapid
communication about usage possibilities and concerns among many different stake holders.
Scenarios can also be enriched easily with rough sketches or story boards. Also, it is easy to
make progress working through the idea, obtain quick feedback to refine these ideas. Scenarios
are rough but support visible progress and they emphasize people and experience. Also, being
evocative and incomplete by nature, scenarios promote empathy and raise usage questions at
many levels as described by Rosson & Carroll, 2002 promoting fruitful and intricate discussions
within the design team. Also, scenarios allow constraints to be put for designers as there are too
many things that can be designed. Scenarios can be made more effective when users are directly
involved in them, thus supporting a nature process of participatory design, where current users
enact or recite relatable episodes of current activities, hence working iteratively with designers to
transform and enrich the designs. Rosson & Carroll, 2002, illustrates an overview of scenariobased design framework as presented in Figure 12.

Figure 12. An Overview of Scenario-Based Design Framework (Rosson & Carroll, 2002)

Potts, 1995 defines a scenario as a story or chronological events with a plot and its points. The
author also believes that scenarios are highly constrained. Suri & Marsh, 1999 describes the first
element of forming scenarios is to define specific individual users, detailed with respect to
personal characteristics, lifestyle, motivations and circumstances. These characteristics are based
upon real users like those observed and not typical of a population. The set should personify the
range such as age, knowledge, user or buyer and include extremes rather than average. Next,
these users are assigned issues, tasks and situations. The product features and functions are then
defined keeping these users in mind. Janhager & Hagman, 2007 states that scenarios are based
on technical processes to be able to connect the scenarios with the product function. Also, the
authors suggest using a method that integrates user actions to the model of the technical process
for scenario building and calls it User Technical Process(UTSP).
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Rosson & Carroll, 2002 assumes that in Scenario Based development (SBD) system
development begins with an initial vision or charter, even though it might be sketchy and nonbinding. This vision motivates intense analysis of current situation for problems and
opportunities that might be addressed by available technologies. The stakeholders are recognized
for the project which is also suggested by Anggreeni & Voort. Both Anggreeni & Voort, 2007
and Rosson & Carroll, 2002 suggest the development of various scenarios- problem and
interactive so that the product features can be based on these scenarios. While Anggreeni &
Voort, 2007 recommends using the scenarios during all the stages of development from initial
research to the final prototyping, Rosson & Carroll, 2002 recommends using the scenarios for
the design activity and not so much in the prototyping and evaluation stage. The overview of
relationships between scenarios can be seen in Figure 13 as illustrated by Anggreeni & Voort,
2007.

Figure 13. The Overview of Relationships between Scenarios.

Potts, 1995 and Suri & Marsh, 1999 describes scenarios as very specific user stories that
identifies something very specific about the product needs. This kind of scenario development
can be useful to develop future versions of a product or a product that has already some users
who have identified the problems. Also, this kind of scenarios seem more useful for consumer
products that an individual purchase, rather than products to be fitted into trains and shared by
multiple drivers. The process described in Anggreeni & Voort, 2007 and Rosson & Carroll, 2002
are more explorative in the sense that, interactive scenarios allow the designers to understand the
user requirements and connect them to product specifications whereas the problem scenarios
help identify the possible bottle necks that should be dealt with during the product development
phase.
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With all the benefits associated to using scenarios, it is easy to identify loopholes as designers.
Involving users in the scenario generation can lead to missing out on breakthrough ideas as users
can often be comfortable with what they use and only suggest incremental changes. Also, in
trying to define all kinds of users, scenarios might become too many or too complicated and act
as an impediment to the whole design process. Keeping these loopholes in the hindsight,
designers must use the scenario building technique to foster their designs, initiate quick feedback
and promote good discussions while keeping their focus on the goals and targets of the project.
UTSP model consists of mental activities, user actions and technical functions. The interaction
between the technical system and the user must be considered and therefore a suggestion is to
draw a parallel between the user actions and the technical functions. Janhager & Hagman, 2007
states that users have feeling and thoughts, thus mental activities were introduced in the model as
well. The user actions and mental activities constitute the user process while the technical
process consists of technical function. Together they compose the UTSP.
UTSP also has a time axis extending along the processes, parallel to the actions activities and
functions as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. The User-Technical Process

By using UTSP, a structured scenario can be built. The foundation of the scenarios is the same as
for ordinary scenarios, i.e., individual users with issues, tasks and situations are established, and
the product concept is generated with help of the user-technical process. The advantage of UTSP
for a scenario is that the concurrence between a user action and the corresponding technical
function is clearly presented, i.e. the methods shows visibly the user and the technical system
performs perform simultaneously. At the same time, it is possible to segregate a process and
investigate it in isolation to see what either the user or the technical system does.
Janhager & Hagman, 2007 mentions that most design theories focus on the technical functions
and the structure of the product and limit the product’s relation to the user. Also, Scenario
building in technical processes brings in the user aspects in the synthesis part of the design work
and supports he design team with creativity activities. Added to it, scenario building is a useful
technique for forecasting the usability of a product design. It supports communication between
different parties. Suri & Marsh, 1999 states that an important benefit, which is often not
addressed by other design methods, is that scenario building explores the future possibilities of
how the product will integrate into different physical and social context.
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3 IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter highlights the project planning tools followed by details of the implementation in
the development of the HUD. The sections also describe the details of work done in the various
stages of implementation.

3.1 Project Planning and Gantt Chart
The Project Plan and Gantt Chart are illustrated in Figure 15 and Figure 16 respectively.

Figure 15. Project Plan

1/Feb 16/Feb 3/Mar 18/Mar 2/Apr 17/Apr 2/May17/May 1/Jun 16/Jun
Planning
Design Implementation
Literature Review
User Research
Prototype Test
Documentation
Video making

Figure 16. Gantt Chart for Project Implementation
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3.2 Phases of Implementation
The various implementation phases of the project are summarized in Figure 17.

Figure 17. The Phases of Implementation with Major Activities.

The project has been implemented in 3 phases:
Phase 1: Exploration and Orientation
Phase 2: Defining Requirements
Phase 3: Conceptual Design
The stages appear to be linear in Figure 17 but have overlaps in terms of information and
feedback.
3.2.1 Exploration and Orientation
The primary aim of this stage was to explore, understand and synthesize information relevant to
the field of trains, HUDs and ERTMS based DMI into design knowledge. (Anggreeni & Voort,
2007)
Understanding the Stake Holders
The major stakeholders in the project was identified as BT that would develop and integrate the
product into its existing and new trains and the train drivers who would be using the HUD in
their daily duty as the train drivers. The other stakeholders involve the hardware company,
Accilator Technologies AB supplier of the HUD prototype for BT and the company that runs the
trains and would buy the HUD.
The train industry requires a very high level of safety in line with the aviation industry and much
more than the automotive industry as an incident or accident could be fatal to dozens of
passengers and/or huge sums of money could be claimed as liabilities. Also, the train industry is
very traditional, and changes occur over long periods of time due to regulations and legislations.
The stakeholders are illustrated in detail below:
1.

BT: The company is investing efforts, time and money in the form of its knowledge,
resources and personnel for the development the product to be taken to the market. The
company is a technology leader in the industry with a track record of breakthrough
solutions for improvement of rolling stock, infrastructure and signaling systems. Being
able to take the product to market would give BT a competitive advantage as well as make
news that would promote the brand.
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2.

3.

4.

Train Drivers: The train drivers are used to the systems they have been trained in and they
are somewhat reluctant to change. They have different shifts and different train types to
drive. They are open to the idea of HUDs being used but skeptical about departing from
the layout currently implemented in the DMI.
Accilator Technologies AB: The company develops HUDs for off road vehicles and
trucks. Entering the train market will allow them to expand their business. They are
involved from the initial stages of the project so that the hardware requirements can be
outlined for using HUDs in trains. Involving potential suppliers from the initial stages
creates trust, co-operation and faster product development as both companies are aware of
the requirements from the very early stages and can plan accordingly.
Train operators (SL, Green Cargo, MTR): The companies are more open to higher pricing
than the automotive industry as these are long term investments but are much more
sensitive to prices than airplane companies. The train drivers from the companies are
involved in the project but the buyers and decision makers are out of scope of the current
work.

Gathering Knowledge
As outlined in the previous chapter, knowledge related to the requirements for ERTMS, the DMI
and general train control was explored using various documentation inside the company and in
the public domain. This part was very extensive spanning over a period of 12 weeks parallel with
the next two stages of design explained in this chapter. Discussion and presentation of this
knowledge helped the design team to be on the same page. Some initial sketches were made
which are illustrated in Appendix B.
Various workshops and interviews were carried out with the stake holders- users and internal
experts. The first workshop was carried out with the users to understand their perspective and is
described below.
User Study: Workshop with Green Cargo.
At this stage, a workshop was conducted with 3 drivers from Green Cargo to understand their
needs and requirements. The Locomotives and Human Factors team at BT in Germany helped in
refining the questions and generating ideas for the various activities in the workshop. The
workshop consisted of the following steps and their brief results:
Simulator run and Discussion: One of the drivers was put to run a simulator in the
Bombardier office and questions regarding the various scenarios appearing during the path
were asked. During this stage, the driver was observed to keep track of how much time he
spent looking at the track and how much time was spent on looking at the instruments.
This was used to find the ratio of head-up to head-down time spent by the driver while
driving the train.
Interviews: Using the knowledge gathered from literature and experience of other
members of the design team, a questionnaire was developed based on the initially outlined
scenarios. The aim of the scenario-based questions was to check if the users identified the
scenarios as important and how they handle it currently. The train drivers were given a
questionnaire to understand their everyday tasks, working environment and their exposure
to the technology. At the end of this they were also asked to mention the 5 most important
features they use in the current technology to drive trains every day. The interview
questions and answers are documented in Appendix A.
Individual and Group Drawing: The drivers were asked to draw what they would like to
see on the HUD if they were to design it. The results of this part were limited as the drivers
did not exactly know what to draw or were shy about it since it was something totally away
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from their everyday work. Although, the drivers provided clues on potential positioning of
the HUD in their field of view with their sketches. This stage allowed the mental activities
or the scenarios that the drivers face while performing the train driving task to be defined.

3.2.2 Defining Requirements
Based on gathered inputs from the drivers, the requirements or necessary user actions have been
defined. Defining these user actions allowed for the design team to have discussions about the
technical functions of the HUD to facilitate the necessary user actions. Also, at this stage the
design brief was finalized and work on the design draft 1.0 started. The major design objectives
defined at this stage can be found in Section 4.2.1
Initial Design Drafts
At this stage, elements pointed out by the drivers from the standard DMI used today were
extracted and rearranged to make it suitable for viewing in the HUD prototype. The designs from
draft 1.0 can be found in Appendix E. The main objective of the draft 1.0 was to get feedback
from the project leader and project owner and allow discussions to be stimulated by the images.
Various new elements were introduced in the present DMI to be able to create a wide range of
images for comparison and discussion. Post the initial feedback, the draft 2.0 was developed that
can be found in Appendix E. These designs deviate away from the present DMI and represent the
various concepts possible.
Internal Workshops at Bombardier
After the draft 1.0 was prepared, feedback was taken from other members of the design team to
be able to narrow down to fewer concepts that was used to take feedback during the following
two workshops held internally at Bombardier.
The workshop had the following activities:
Presentation and demonstration of the HUD with design draft 2.0.
Sketching and brainstorming of the HUD interface by the participants. The various
sketches have been presented in Appendix D.
Presentation and explanation of Scenarios
New scenario generation and discussion of the scenarios and user actions.
The two workshops that were conducted with:
1.

Fellow Master’s thesis students from KTH working at Bombardier: The members in
this workshop have experiences in Mechatronics and Industrial Design. The major
objective of this workshop was to encourage creative ideas for the conceptual design and to
define the necessary user actions for the user mental activities defined in the previous step.
The participants represented their various ideas as sketches to be able to communicate well.
The participants suggested various technical functions for the HUD. Also, various
discussions regarding the placement of the interface on the environment and the features of
the prototype vs the final product were discussed.
The participants wanted to know the exact part of the horizon that the display in the HUD
will take. The current prototype only occupies a small space in the centre whereas the final
aim of the project is to have the information below the horizon with a clear view of the
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tracks ahead. Other questions raised during the workshop were the distance of the driver
from the HUD and the distance of the projection from the combiner.

2.

Systems engineering department at BT: The systems engineer at BT work with the
development of the current DMI and with the maintaining system integrity and safety
levels. They have huge experience in the current DMI, its features and the actions the DMI
prompts the driver to take. The primary objective of the workshop was to get feedback on
the Design Draft 2.0 as well as to define the technical functions of the HUD.
The workshop led to the discussion on the HUD being complimentary to the DMI and not
as a replacement, hence, should be simple. Also, displaying the speed requires very high
safety standard and hence the driver can be notified of speed change, so they can refer to
the DMI to get the information. This would reduce the time to market for the product and
make the HUD more efficient. The HUD should be designed to aid the driver and make his
work easier rather than provide a projection of the current DMI.
For the hardware, the system engineers suggested having a processing unit in the HUD to
process the information from the onboard computers and display it. Also, there should be
in-built feature to take screenshots of the display at regular intervals to make debugging
easy and possible. Also, the experts suggested having any texts large and not too much
information but the most critical information for the driver. Also, other scenarios such as
going inside and outside of tunnels and possibility of auto-brightness was discussed.

3.2.3 Conceptual Design
After the first two stages, there have been multiple rounds of feedback and redesign. Also,
during the previous stage, a lot of ideas were generated that have been compiled into a mood
board in Appendix B, C and D. The aim of the conceptual design stage is mainly aimed at
summarizing these results to finalize on the concepts to be presented that would have the
maximum value in terms of innovation, market competitiveness and implementation effort.
The results of the conceptual design stage can be found in Chapter 4. The conceptual design
stage involves the following:
Scenarios: Finalizing on the scenarios and the related technical functions for the product. These
scenarios were used to provide recommendations for the product hardware in Chapter 6.
Interface Design:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Narrowing down to 3 design concepts from the wide range of concepts.
Weighing the pros and cons of the various concepts.
Discussion of the project concepts with the project leader and the project owner.
Using the concepts to decide on the various screens possible simultaneously with option to
switch
Creating a short video to illustrate the concepts on the prototype.
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4 RESULTS
In the results chapter the results that are obtained with the process/methods described in the
previous chapter are compiled and analyzed and compared with the existing knowledge and/or
theory presented in the frame of reference chapter.
The project has been implemented in 3 phases and the results related to each category are
presented in the sections below.

4.1 Major Findings from literature:
As mentioned earlier, there is one relevant reference found in the literature pertaining to HUDs
in trains (Thomas & Davies, 2007) and the major findings are listed below.
All in-cab instruments and systems cause the driver to look away from the track increasing
the time spent eyes-down.
Surveying the track ahead is a critical component of the train-driving task.
Main things displayed for simulator trials by Rail Safety and Standards Board, UKA, were
speed, brake, and Automatic Warning System (AWS).
Advantages of HUD:
Reduced probability of Signal Past at Danger (SPAD).
Significant reduction in driver workload but no noticeable effect on performance.
Suitably equipped HUD might help prevent up to 10% of incidents and 3% of
accidents with a total potential annual value of € 2.3 million for the UK rail network.
Challenges Identified:
Possible limited range in viewing position.
Data availability, data legibility and power and weight of the instrument.

4.2 Major Findings in the Workshop with Green Cargo.
“If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have said faster horses.’’ -Henry Ford
The workshop stated some very useful information in terms of understanding the users, their
requirements and their thought process. The drivers reacted to the scenarios with their experience
and also pointed out some scenarios that hadn’t been identified yet. The major findings from the
activities are stated below.
Observations: Simulator run and Discussion
total simulation running time: 12 min 33 sec
total time eyes-down: 6 min 29 sec
total percent time eyes-down: 51%
Limitations: Conversation with driver during the simulation, lab conditions, no other instruments
to consider, no weather restrictions or environmental conditions.
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Expressed needs: Interviews

Information Needs
Information to be presented continuously with the option to hide the screens.
The display should not be very crowded. Only most important information to be displayed.
Planning area not so important and few drivers hide it during missions
During cruising most information is to keep track but important while entering and exiting
stations.
Better surveillance possibility using HUD and possible faster reaction to something
unwanted. Ex: Obstruction on track
Would be interesting to know the gradient when a route is taken for the first time.

Hardware Needs
Brightness and contrast should be quickly adjustable when entering exiting tunnels. Human
eyes adapt in 5 seconds and HUD should adapt faster than that.
Driver seats adjustable at all joints which is a challenge for headbox of HUD.
Acknowledgement of information not so convenient or ergonomic.

Miscellaneous
Drivers can sometimes lose focus when talking on the phone or using Social Media.
Drivers try to follow normal march speed but it is difficult in all seasons of the year.
Challenges involve poor sight in bad weather and fatigue from lots of night work
Visibility of DMI is poor in sunny conditions and alternate could be the HUD.
Dangerous to change how things look. Should preferably be in the same format as on the
current ERTMS screens.

Listing 5 major features used:
Each driver stated the same major needs in terms of elements on the display. The required and
optional features as stated by the drivers are stated below in Table 1 and the different features are
marked on the DMI in figure 18 below.
Table 1. The Required and Optional Features as stated by the Drivers.

Required:
Target distance indicator
Speed indicator (bow indication, digital
indication and speed restriction)
Braking Curve
Supervision Level
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Optional:
Operating Mode
Planning Area
Gradient

Figure 18. The features of the DMI are marked out in the diagram. A: Target distance indicator, B: Speed indicator
(bow indication, digital indication and speed restriction), C: Braking Curves, D: Operating Level, E: Supervision
Mode, F: Planning Area, G: Gradient

Deductions: Individual and Group Drawing
The sketches can be found in Appendix C. The drawings were rough but allowed basic insights
into the positioning requirement of the HUD for the drivers. Since, the workshop took place in a
room and not a locomotive, the drivers tried their best to depict their positions while sitting in the
train and where on the windscreen they would like the HUD. The major deductions from the
sketches are:
•
•
•

The HUD should be presented at the lowest possible part of the windscreen and in the
middle.
The HUD should not interfere with wayside signals or instructions.
The HUD should be below the horizon and in the middle.

4.3 Scenarios
The various scenarios with the user actions and associated requirement for technical function are
stated in Table 2 below.
Table 2. The Scenarios with the User Actions and Associated Requirement for Technical Function.

Scenario
Train entering a station
Train leaving a station
Sun directly in the face
Reflection of sun from the
snow
Driver very short in height
Driver very tall

User Action
Driver requires movement
authority and any other
special information
Driver pulls down blinds

Technical Function
Voice control/ Gesture control/
Manual control over display
screens on HUD
HUD placed correctly on
dashboard

Driver adjusts position to
avoid reflection

Headbox for HUD to be large

Driver adjusts seat

Headbox for HUD to be large
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Driver leans to one side
while driving
Sudden change in light
when entering a tunnel
Sudden change in light
when leaving a tunnel
Driver needs to
acknowledge message
Critical system error occurs
Important message on DMI
Approaching unmanned
crossing
Visual inspection mode
Railway track broken
Obstruction on track
Change of route or
alternate route
Traffic disruption occurs
Driver on route for first
time

Relies on Driver Machine
Interface (DMI) to drive

Voice control/ Gesture control/
Manual control to turn off HUD

HUD brightness to be
adjusted

Voice control/ Gesture control/
Manual control to turn off HUD

Driver needs to pay
attention/ Driver to be
notified

Special Icons that flash to grab
attention

Display all needed
information
Hide HUD display

HUD malfunctions
DMI Malfunctions
HUD text interferes with
wayside information
Driver experienced on
route
Driving in the dark with no
lights
Heavy rain reducing
visibility
Heavy snow reducing
visibility

HUD information to be
adjustable

Cast DMI on HUD
Hide HUD display partly or
fully

Voice control/ Gesture control/
Manual control to turn off HUD

Hide HUD display/ Prevent
distraction

4.4 Design Objectives
The various objectives for the drafts are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

To determine what to display and where to display.
Keep it simple and like the present Driver Machine Interface (DMI) in one of the concepts.
Option to switch between different pages based on the part of the journey.
Options to hide information based on driver preferences.
Keep texts to minimum.
The HUD to be used as a secondary display and the driver can refer to the primary display
DMI if more information is sought.
Prepare concepts that are totally ground changing and act complimentary to the DMI rather
than as a duplication of the DMI.
The user interface to be developed based on the environment and the hardware
specifications to be adjusted to meet the requirements.
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4.5 Conceptual Design
During the conceptual design stage, draft 1.0, draft 2.0 were made and then the ideas were used
to generate the final 3 concepts that were incremental to radical. Explained in the following
sections are the final three concepts chosen.
4.5.1 Concept A: Similar to DMI

Figure 19. Concept A: User Interface Similar to the DMI- Train Driver’s View

Design Motivation:
The first concept developed was kept very similar to the ETCS DMI currently used by the
drivers. The first image in Figure 19 tries to illustrate the view for the train driver and the second
image shows the display on the HUD. The detailed description of the design in presented below
and illustrated in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Concept A: User Interface Similar to the DMI with labelling. [A]: Distance to next target, [B]: Gradient.
[C]: Target Distance indicator Bar, [D]: Level, [E]: Notifications, [F]: Mode, [G]: Current Train Speed, [H]:
Maximum permitted speed, [I]: Braking Curve.
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All the numbers have been enlarged to make it visible and easy to understand without having to
focus completely on the information. On the left side of the image, is the target distance indicator
labelled with [C]. [A] shows the distance to target digitally. The gradient is embedded in the
target distance indicator and labelled [B]. The level is marked as [D]. On the right side is the
speed indicator. The digital speed is marked with [G] and the maximum speed with [H]. The
braking curve is marked with [I]. The speed indicator is the same as the present DMI but has
been cut into half to occupy less space and accommodate only till the maximum speed allowed at
any point of time. Also, [E] shows the notifications, errors or messages so the driver can pay
attention to the DMI to get further information. The mode is marked with [F] and has been
retained in the same position as in the present DMI.
Overall, this design is very similar to the present DMI and has been only adapted visually to be
easy for the drivers to comprehend on a HUD.

4.5.2 Concept B: Redesigned DMI

Figure 21. Concept B: User Interface Redesigned from the Principles of the DMI: Train Driver’s View

Design Motivation:
The second concept has been inspired by the principles of the DMI and retains the major signs
and symbols used in DMI. The view for the train driver has been illustrated in Figure 21.
This design was prepared to avoid displaying the speed but rather to provide indications to
change of speed so that the driver can follow it on the DMI. This concept embodies the objective
that the HUD should be used as a secondary display and must compliment the DMI without
duplication all the information from the DMI. The details of the design are explained below with
the various labelling in Figure 22.
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Figure 22. Concept B: User Interface Redesigned from the Principles of the DMI with labelling. [A]: Distance to
next target, [B]: Speed Change Indications, [C]: Speed Change Indication Bar, [D]: Next Notification [E]:
Upcoming Notifications [F]: Slope, [G]: Target Distance Bar, [H]: Level, [I]: Mode, [J]: Messages and
Acknowledgements, [I]: Error Messages

This design does not show the speed to prevent the issues related to the integrity of the HUD.
The driver would be notified of speed changes and will refer to DMI for current speed
information. The concept combines the target distance, planning area and gradient by displaying
the most immediate characteristics. The immediate notifications as labelled with [D] are enlarged
to grab the driver’s attention whereas the notifications ahead are smaller as indicated by [E]. The
distance to next target is digitally represented with A and the target distance bar is marked with
[G]. The gradients labelled with F are only shown for the next two changes and are enlarged.
They gradients retain the same colour for changes in slope as the present DMI. The level and
mode are shown in the same position as the DMI. On the right side, above the mode, [J]
represents that the driver has messages or acknowledgements to be made whereas the label K
shows that there might be a critical error the driver needs to pay attention to. In this design, the
concept of hiding information not needed by the driver has been taken into consideration and has
been shown below in the Figure 23 and Figure 24. In Figure 23, the concept without the gradient
is shown whereas in Figure 24, the concept without the planning area is shown. This gives the
driver flexibility to see the information they desire and hide what they think is not useful.
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Figure 23. Concept B: Gradient Hidden

Figure 24. Concept B: Planning Information Hidden

4.5.3 Concept C: Simplistic Design

Figure 25. Concept C: Simplistic Design for HUD- Train Driver’s View
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Design Motivation:
The third concept moves very much away from the DMI and simplifies all aspects of the user
interface to make the information simple and legible for the driver. The Figure 25 shows the train
drivers view whereas the Figure 26 is labelled to explain the various elements of the interface.

Figure 26. Concept C: Simplistic Design for HUD with labelling. [A]: Braking Curve and Speed Indicator Arrow,
[B]: Maximum Permitted Speed, [C]: Current Train Speed, [D]: Level, [E]: Critical Error/ Messages/ Notifications,
[F]: Mode, [G]: Target Distance Indicator with Planning Area, [H]: Distance to Next Target.

The third and final concept is an attempt at moving further away from the DMI and
simplification of the information displayed with only focus on the most important information in
that instance of time. The Speed indicator is simplified to just have a speed indicator arrow
labelled with [A], maximum permitted speed marked [B] and the current speed shown digitally
[C]. The speed curve adapts to the maximum permitted speed to show the driver how much
allowance they have. The level marked [D] and Mode [F] are kept in the similar positions as the
DMI to make it visually easier for the driver. The position [E] is marked out for indicating error,
messaged or acknowledgements to the driver. With [G], the target distance bar is marked that
can also double up to show planning information if needed. The distance to next target is shown
digitally and labelled [H]. The numbers are large to allow easy view for the driver without
diverting the driver’s attention.
The target distance and planning area is presented in the form of a 3D projection and in the
future can be used with track recognition possibly to mark out important features on the track by
possible use of augmented reality. After discussions in the team internally, the concept C was
chosen to create the short video of the project to illustrate the various possibilities of signs, alerts
and symbols to be used for the driver. Some instances of the video are illustrated in Figure 27
and Figure 28 whereas all the 20 frames of the video from the driver’s view can be found in
Appendix F. In Figure 28, the driver must look to the DMI to acknowledge the message and is
indicated with the yellow message symbol.
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Figure 27. Concept C: Acknowledge Required for Message by Driver.

In the Figure 28, the mode of the train has changed, and the driver must acknowledge the
information as shown with the yellow icon below the maximum speed.

Figure 28. The Current Mode Has Changed and Requires the Driver’s Acknowledgement.
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5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A discussion of the results and the conclusions that the authors have drawn during the Master of
Science thesis are presented in this chapter. The conclusions are based from the analysis with
the intention to answer the formulation of questions that is presented in Chapter 1.

5.1 Discussion
The project started with the objective of designing the interface for the HUD, put simply, ‘what
to display and where to display’ for it to be convenient, safe and useful for the drivers in
performing their duties. During the various stages of the project, findings were made regarding
the advantages, the disadvantages and the potential challenges of implementing an additional
display inside a train cab. A parallel objective of the work was to use scenario-based design to
understand the user needs and hence point out the positives and negatives of the method in early
stage product development.
HUDs have been used and implemented in aircrafts for decades and are becoming more common
in cars today. The advantages of keeping the focus on the environment ahead has been classified
and argued in various literature. Even then, the literature and the implementation related to trains
is very limited. This makes it a tough task to identify the needs and requirements to define the
product. Using scenarios to identify the various situations that the drivers face allowed the design
team to be able to define the right needs for the user.
Scenario based design, according to the literature goes into identifying very detailed mental
activity and the actions for the user. However, with no possibility to observe the driver or to see
videos of how they carry out their tasks, it became challenging. Although, the scenarios were
thought of and during the interview with the drivers, these scenarios were identified and
discussed to get their perspectives. Having the broad sense of the scenario allowed the design
team to identify the major characteristics and Scenario based design has been used in this project
to identify the major actions and tasks carried out. Based on these scenarios and the user actions,
the features or functionality of the product was defined. Also, research journals on other topics in
trains allowed the design team to narrow down to the most crucial scenarios and uncertainties the
drivers face to be able to design the HUD to be able to ease these challenges.
There is a wide amount of literature available on scenario-based design with various similarities
and differences. Janhager & Hagman, 2007 mention that carrying out investigation of concepts
before the prototypes are built, could lead to reduction in product development costs. According
to Rosson & Caroll, 2002, scenarios are work-oriented design objects that ensure that the design
will remain focused on the needs and concerns of the user. The method used in this thesis is a
combination of two design methods- SBD as detailed by Rosson & Caroll, 2002 and UTSP
according to Janhager & Hagman, 2007.
The implementation steps in SBD were used as described by Anggreeni & Voort, 2007, whereas
the development of scenarios using mental activities, user action and related technical function
was developed using UTPS as described by Janhager & Hagman, 2007. SBD describes the
scenario process in detail with the explanation of the various steps but lacks concrete steps to
define scenarios for technical product development. This is where UTSP comes to the rescue.
The journal describes the process of scenario generation to get technical features in depth. The
major hardware recommendations for the HUD are based on the UTPS technique described by
Janhager & Hagman, 2007. The technique has been adapted. Janhager & Hagman, 2007
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mentions mental activities of the user for specific scenarios and to build on it. In this project, the
mental activities have been replaced with scenario faced by the driver and has been dealt with in
less details. The overall user action has been considered to define the product function that
would help with the user action.
During the course of the project, certain gap in literature were noticed. Specific steps are defined
for generating scenarios by Rosson & Caroll, 2002 but the process lacks information on
guidelines for gathering user information. Additionally, no details have been found on ranking
the scenarios on basis of importance to determine the most important technical functions. During
the project, scenarios were identified and discussed in terms of their importance in maintaining
safety parameters for the train drivers as well as the frequency of occurrence of the scenarios
when defining the technical functions. This allowed the design team to make the right choices
for the future development of the HUD and making decisions about the various versions of the
product and the features to be provided initially and those later as updates.
Scenarios as defined are very user focused and take into consideration user inputs excessively.
During this project, the scenarios also allowed engineers working on similar technologies for the
railway cab found it useful. The scenarios helped develop many fruitful discussions within
Bombardier Transportation leading to useful observations and insights. The engineers working at
Bombardier Transportation on other technologies found it easier to brainstorm ideas when they
could visualize what the drivers do.
Overall, using scenarios has been a fun, intuitive and interactive way of determining the train
driver’s mind-set and the actions they take. The scenarios allowed the users and the design team
to be on the same page while discussing various aspects of the train ride. The scenarios were
used in all three workshops to increase communication and allow all the members to get on
board quickly and suggest new scenarios or solutions.
Another part of this project was to replace user interviews with workshops. This was done on the
advice of the project owner and supervisor. Having workshops increased the overall time of
interaction and allowed us to involve the users and systems engineering experts in the overall
design. The rough sketches made during these workshops provided subtle clues for the
development and promoted healthy discussion that lead to the revolutionary 3rd design concept.
Also, the workshops are more active allowing the atmosphere to be energetic and innovative.
Also, having photos of train dashboard (also known as “driver’s desk”) and HUDs from the
aircrafts and cars acted as reference to build upon. Having the hardware and being able to display
preliminary ideas on the HUD allowed everyone to quickly understand the advantages and
limitations of the HUD and provide inputs on the design further.
Getting train drivers to give their time to the research proved to be challenging due to the odd
shifts they have and the stress they face during their work. Train drivers must be very vigilant
and sometimes on standby at stations. However, due to the close co/operation with Green Cargo,
we had three drivers spend half their day with us in a workshop to help figure out the major user
needs for the HUD. The users reiterated multiple times on the importance of keeping things
exactly how it is to prevent the need for adaptation and training. However, one can refer to
Henry Ford who famously mentioned that if he asked users what they wanted, they would say
faster horses. To get the users perspective is very important for the design. It makes it easier for
the designer to get into the shoes of the user and then create the product accordingly. Also, the
present DMI has many features some of which might be redundant. The users pointed out the
features they use most often. As a designer, it is important to understand the information and the
use of these features rather than taking the features at face value.
ERTMS is very strictly defined to make it uniform and easy for the driver to understand and use
the information provided by the equipment from different manufacturers. The challenge lies for
the manufacturers to innovate or introduce a new product in the market as it must meet the very
high safety standards and product specifications. The present DMI displays the current speed,
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along with the maximum speed and has guiding speed limits and warning when approaching the
position to slow down. Any device processing or displaying speed must meet very high-quality
standards. There is the planning area that shows the various elements such as signals, crossings
and actions related to the train that the driver needs to take with respect to the position. The
planning area also shows the slope of the track so that the driver can vary the speed and
acceleration accordingly. The target distance shows the distance the driver has permission to go
to. The mode displays the current mode the train runs on and the level informs the driver of the
signaling system being used.
These different features of the DMI convey crucial information for the driver to be able to
control the train properly. During discussions in the internal workshop, the design team
confirmed that the DMI would still be the primary source of information for the drivers whereas
the HUD would be a secondary feature that would make it easier for the drivers to receive the
most important information they need at a moment. To notify the driver that the speed is
changing, and they need to look at the DMI would require comparatively lower safety integrity
levels and accelerate the process of taking the product to the market. Having the current DMI
display as the same for HUD would be a barrier in the development process and would demand
high development times even though the drivers say they prefer it.
One of the needs identified for the different drivers was customizability. The present DMI allows
the drivers to hide certain information and enlarge others as per their needs and requirements.
Not all drivers use or require the same amount of information and they should have the option of
various screens to switch between depending on their experience on the route, the phase of the
journey or their driving styles. In terms of the HUD, it is important to have the option to switch
between screens based on parts of the journey, show certain information and hide others. This
will allow the individual drivers to adjust the HUD according to themselves. Even in terms of the
placement of the HUD, able to adjust where they want the projected information is as crucial for
their comfort as seat adjustment.
To meet the challenges, three concepts have been finally presented for the project. The first
concept narrows down the DMI features to the minimum the driver needs at any moment to
prevent distraction and avoid cluttering the display of the outside world. Using the HUD would
reduce the time significantly that the driver spends heads-down. The second concept moves
away further from the DMI and displays the information using different tools. The circular speed
gauge of the DMI is transferred into a simpler bar speed change indicator though maintains the
same warning and alert colors used by the current DMI. This concept only notifies the driver that
there is a change of speed happening after a certain distance and hence the driver can refer to the
DMI to be able to get the information. Speed being safety critical is still being referred to from
the DMI whereas the driver just uses the HUD to get notification about it. The final concept is a
total spin-off from the current DMI and keeps only the principle but moves away in terms of
design and features.
The three concepts were presented with the idea, that the drivers might initially be tempted to use
a user interface similar to the current DMI but will gradually learn and get used to the more
futuristic concepts which are the second and third one. Also, having the second or third concept
declutters the screen, allowing augmented reality to be applied using track recognition and
feature recognition in the outside world. It is also possible to have the different modes in the
same HUD and the drivers can switch between these modes based on their needs. Another
important feature of the HUD must be customizability of information.
To be able to use the HUD, the drivers might have to adapt to the big changes, hence the
concepts have been made incremental to allow the drivers enough time to adjust while at the
same time, taking the technology ahead and maintaining the status of being technology leaders in
the market for BT.
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Along with the importance of what is being displayed, the other important question for the
project is where to display the information. Aircrafts HUDs cost in millions of Euros and
implement augmented reality. There are sensors to position the projection according to the
pilot’s head position. The displayed projection is very sleek with just lines and numbers and the
color scheme is monochrome green. While car HUDs are in hundreds of Euros and do not have
augmented reality. They just display the speed and the navigation in the most simplified manner.
The display is a few meters ahead of the car where the driver pays attention to most of the time.
Taking into consideration the various scenarios for a train driver, it is best to display the
information at 10 meters ahead of the cab, and below the horizon. The drivers interviewed also
wanted the information below the horizon. The important thing is not to block the view of the
tracks or signals. Hence the HUD will project information on either side of the tracks. Also, The
HUD would only be present in limited part of the view so as not to be a distraction for the driver.

5.2 Conclusions
HUD as debated before in the project, has huge implications in terms of safety and monetary
benefits for trains. Having a HUD in a train cab would have enormous benefits for the driver
reducing the overall workload and reducing fatigue. HUDs reduce the focus time for the driver
between the surroundings and the instrument panel by displaying the most important information
in the view of the driver without intruding into the important features of the landscape.

The various conclusions from the project are:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Demand: The HUDs have been adapted since the first implementation in aircrafts to large
number of passenger car having it today. There is no doubt, that once HUDs are used on
trains, it will become a necessary installation for every cab as the drivers will realize the
advantage of it. The train drivers already feel and describe the benefit and once they try it,
they would want to have it in the cabin.
Hardware: The HUD needs to be robust while at the same time safe and non-intrusive in
the drivers’ cab. The current prototype has a very small display and is very large in size.
There needs to be breakthrough in the technology to have a smaller size that would be easy
to fit in the dashboard and be able to provide wide display as suggested before.
User Interface: The users will take time to train and adapt to the new display. One of the
underlying aims of the project is to make the interface very simple to allow for very less
adaptation time and a small learning curve.
What to display: The displayed graphics must be non-intrusive on the external
environment and display the most important information needed by the driver at any point.
Hence, the three concepts have been developed that allow minimum intrusion in the drivers
view while providing the most important information needed by the driver at any point.
Where to display: The display of the graphics should be below the horizon. This has
multiple benefits. It doesn’t disrupt the view ahead while the driver doesn’t need to
refocus. Also, the background will be less unproductive than the sky and various elements
of weather can be avoided. The information should be projected at 10 m from the
windshield where the eye maintains the same focus as looking at infinity.
Information: The most important information for the driver are the speed, target distance,
braking curves, mode and level. On a new route, the drivers prefer to see the slope of the
track as well. The information should be customizable based on the driver’s personal
preferences. The HUD should provide notification to the driver when there is a message or
information that needs acknowledgement, so the driver can turn their attention to the DMI.
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5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

Also, the screens can be switched based on voice commands to make it easy for the driver
to adapt to various scenarios such as cruising, entering, exiting a station.
Colors: The HUD display should use the same colors as the ERTMS DMI as they are well
researched and implemented throughout in all trains. Also, the number of colors is limited
and is feasible to be used in the HUD.
Size of symbols: The symbols should be large as used in the HUD, so the drivers can view
it easily and do not have to focus on them to understand what it is.
Display Screens: Based on the scenarios, there should be multiple screens that can show
information such as planning area and slope if the driver needs. Also, other features of the
train can be put on this screen and be easy for the driver to access.
HUD Controls: The various control functions for HUD are on/off, switch screens, adjust
brightness. The can be done using manual knobs but is preferable to integrate with the
voice control in the cabin. Having voice control, makes it easy and comfortable for the
driver and will reduce the number of controls the driver has to look down to the instrument
panel for. Also, the brightness should be calibrated by the driver initially and then should
adjust automatically based on external information automatically throughout the journey.
Installation: The HUD must be installed at 1m in front of the driver on the dashboard.
Only the combiner should protrude from the dashboard while the rest should be concealed
inside the dashboard. It will be interesting to have the HUD installed upside down for old
train cabs to make it a modular installation.
Scenario-Based Design: Scenario based design promotes easy communication in the
design team by providing better visualization of a scenario. It also allows the designer to
understand the user better and to have more fruitful discussions with the user. There are
various scenario-based design methods but they all at the core ask the designers to
visualize the scenarios that the user will face while utilizing the product and base the
features and functions on those scenarios. Scenario based method can be used superficially
or in a very deep manner depending on the demand of the situation. Though literature on
scenario-based design provides information about the method, the steps and the underlying
advantages and challenges, one aspect missing is the methods of user data collection and
verification while using scenario-based design method. For this study, data collection was
carried out through interactive workshops using train simulators that allowed the train
drivers to connect with their tasks while answering the questions. Also, the simulator
allowed for visual identification of cues that wouldn’t otherwise be expressed in verbal
interviews. Also, to be able to judge the importance of scenarios, the importance of user
actions scenarios to meet safety requirements along with recurring scenarios is used. Also,
based on user actions, the scenarios were grouped in order to be able to define the technical
functions that the HUD should be capable of.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This chapter presents the recommendations for the HUD Hardware along with the installation in
train cab. This is followed by the recommendations for other modes of rail transport and future
work in the domain of this project.

6.1 Recommendations: HUD Hardware
The project focused majorly on the interface design for the HUD and the features to be displayed
in it. During this work, various observations and requirements were observed for the hardware
and the installation. These have been stated and illustrated in the sections below.
1.

Field of View: The HUD should be non-intrusive and should allow the driver to quickly
get information without distracting him. For this purpose, the HUD information should be
placed in the periphery of the tracks below the horizon. The present hardware allows only a
small approximately 24-inch screen to be displayed at the center as illustrated in the Figure
19.

Figure 29. Present HUD Prototype Display

The display must be widened for a train so that the information does not obstruct view of
the track. Hence the recommendation is to keep the central part of the display empty and
have information on both sides. For this purpose, the HUD should have a much wider field
of view. The concept has been illustrated in Figure 20 below.

Figure 30. Recommended Field of View on the HUD
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2.

Brightness Adjustment: The adjustment of brightness of the HUD should be automatic. It
should adjust based on ambient lighting, reflections and external conditions. This will
enable the driver to not be distracted by another added task and will be able to concentrate
on the job better. There should be a feature for the driver to calibrate the brightness
initially based on his preferences and should be calibrated accordingly for the rest of the
trip.

3.

Size: The HUD unit must be fitted inside the current dashboard which has limited space
and hence the HUD unit should be as small as possible.

4.

Processing Unit: The HUD unit should receive input from the main computers on board
and have its own processing unit to create graphics from the information received. Having
the processing unit independent from the current DMI would make the product modular
and not interfere or rely on the DMI unit.

5.

Headbox: The view of the HUD is limited by the size of the headbox. Train drivers tend to
move a lot during their journey as it can get monotonous and hence the HUD should have a
headbox as large as possible. The image below shows the required headbox for HUDs.

Figure 31. Headbox for the HUD

6.

Voice Control: The possibility to have voice control for the driver to switch between
different modes for the interface would be very useful for the driver. The current
developments in BT with voice control for train cabins could be used to increase the value
of the HUD and reducing need for manual switches and knobs.

6.2 Recommendations: Trams, Subway and Light rail
The HUD interface currently developed is for the mainline ERTMS railways. Ecovigidrive has
developed a system to improve the concentration and performance (eco-driving) of tram and
light rail vehicle (LRV) drivers. Led by Alstom, together with a cluster of partners, this
collaborative effort was triggered in response to feedback from operators, drivers, constructors
and city authorities. The three ‘technology bricks’ making up the system are a HUD showing
information in the line of sight, a haptic manipulator that sends information to the driver through
force feedback, and vigilance control based on sensors integrating human factors. And, since
February 2017, the HUD is piloting on Nice’s tramway (south of France).” (Rail Engineer, 2018)
In short distance trains, the driver must pay more attention to the track ahead as there are chances
of incidents and accidents related to waiting commuters, pedestrians walking over tramways or
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obstructions on the line. A HUD would allow the driver to concentrate on the surroundings and
avoid sponging time eyes down looking at the instruments. It would also lead to more
concentration from the driver as the workload would be reduced leading to reducing fatigue.
A HUD could have many advantages in mass transit rail. Making parallel developments for these
modes of transportation would lead to reduced product cost through knowledge transfer and a
wider project scope.

6.3 Future work
The pre-study by BT’s Key Talent Program defined the need for HUD in ERTMS rails and
associated benefits. This project takes the work further by designing the interface for the trains
and presenting concepts for the interface. Hardware recommendations have also been made for
the HUD along with requirements for installation.
The next step in the development and installation of HUD in trains are stated below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Feedback from drivers: The developed concepts should be discussed with the drivers to get
their feedback on the designs and to make sure they understand the designs and proposed
benefits.
Software Development: Coding must be done for the development of the software that will
take information from the computers on board and convert it into the visual interface for
the HUD.
Hardware Development: The hardware must be adapted based on above recommendations
to make it suitable for installation in a trial cab.
Trial Run: The hardware must be fitted into a train cab along with the hardware and tested
to be able to get feedback on possible improvements.
Rework: Based on the trial run, further development must be done to make the product
suitable for installation as a product.
First customers: The HUD must be installed in a few test cabs to make sure it meets the
safety standards of the train cab.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW WITH GREEN CARGO
Attendees: 3 Train drivers from Green Cargo
General Opening Questions:
1. What kind of trains do you drive? Which routes are most frequent?
Rde / Rde, all different E2 courses as well as via STM system.
Freight trains. Most freight trains on the main track as well as the Haparanda track.
2. What are your daily activities for the job? What are the responsibilities you have?
Locomotive technician
Instructor at the Lok and ERTMS. Looking at courses in the first place.
3. How adjustable is your train seat?
Train seat adjustable in all joints.
Yes
4. What are the train driver’s different shifts and if they drive same or different
routes?
Completely different work shifts, and different rates.
Different setup almost daily
5. What are the special situations such as: tunnels, blinds, bridges, crossing, platform,
parking yard, passing train on parallel tracks
All, plus the different directions, trains and switches.
Poor sight in bad weather, fatigue for a lot of night work
6. Tell me about an experience, when you got confused during the journey due to
instruments, the tracks, signals or wayside!
In ERTMS, the measurement distance is sometimes different between the plane and the
dimensions of the target. Besides wrong malfunction sometimes, which causes the system
and reality to not stand (stop point separates: system and physical)
Easy to lose the focus if you do anything other than what to do. ex: talking on the phone,
social medias
Specific to DMI:
1. What kind of systems do you encounter on your routes? Have you driven on
ERTMS? What do you think about it?
I drive ATC 2 and ERTMS based trains. Now, ETRMS functions very well. It gives
better overview than ATC 2.
System H.M. and E2

2. What are the most essential features to drive the train? What features do you think
can be removed?
The bow / hook, measurement distance is important.
The information in the planning area gives a good overview of what it looks like
3. How much of the time do you look at the instrument panel? Do you need to look
outside? What are the things you notice when you look outside?
Different, but much control and monitoring make it possible for everything to be in
control of the situation
At the beginning, all drivers look exclusively into HDMI but because they get used to the
system and how
4. Is it tiring to switch between the instruments and outside?
not especially. Soon drivers are used to it
No
5. Do you think, some improvements can be done to the instrument panel to make it
easier for you?
Given it will be an improvement if the information is available in a HUD. The slipper
then drops his eyes on the track.
Better quality on DMI (Screen)
6. How difficult is to for drivers to appreciate number like the speed. Do they look at
the dials or have a feeling for it? Does it vary with experience?
You are expected to appreciate normal march speed, but it is difficult to follow in every
season of the year
Varies with experience
Ergonomics
1. How often to do you move and how much do you move?
if needed, sitting the most
I usually travel for a while/ train meeting
2. Do you sit and drive or stand and drive?
sits- 95% of the time
Sitting
HUDs
1. Do you know about HUDs? Have you used one in a train or your car?
Its what we hear, but never used
Yes, car

2. Do you think it could be interesting to have them in the cabin?
Yes
Yes
3. What kind of information do you think, you want continuously or intermittently?
Continuously
speed, brake curves, target distance indicator.
4. What are the benefits you think of not having to refocus?
Better surveillance
Easier to see ex. how far you must drive
5. Do you think having a HUD could affect your performance? Would you like to try
and see how it works?
Possible faster response to something crazy action. Ex: Any danger exists in the track in
front
Yes
6. If you could have 3 important information on the screen always, what would they
be?
speed, brake curves, target point
speed, brake curves, target distance indicator.
7. Why do you choose these 3 over the others?
I think these are more relevant than the others
I think those are important information that the driver needs
Specifics:
1. What are the main stages of the journey when you see different information?
different information depending on the operating mode
throughout the journey
2. What kind of information do you need while entering a station?
target distance indication
speed
hook
braking curves
operating mode
Release speed
Target distance
Speed

3. What kind of information do you need while exiting a station?
Movement authority and target distance
Target Distance
4. How is it different from the information during cruising?
not much
More to keep track of things
5. Do abrupt light changes during tunnels or other reflections bother you very much?
If the screen cannot quickly adjust. Light and contrasts to look after the situation.
No
Others
All irrelevant information that does not apply to my train will be deleted. If I have fed in
with 100 km/h, I will not get any speed gaps that apply to a train with a high load of 100
km/h.
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